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                                    Portland L Shape Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         72,000 
                                         65,200
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB6004

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            Our structured Portland sofa takes its cues from modern Italian design for a timeless and comfy spot at home


This structured yet inviting design features widened seats and stylish back rests for a hint of luxury


A stylish build from top to bottom, this sofa is made with an internal frame of solid hardwood and supported by a set of sleek SS legs.


	Sleek, modern L-shaped sofa
	Chaise can be given left or right handed
	Comfortable, padded back cushions and premium foam filled seat cushions
	Upholstered in green bonded PU, which is soft with a protective and durable coating
	Hardwood frame is made from sustainable materials, glued and reinforced for stability
	Contemporary, stainless steel legs
	Seat depth: 21 inch
	Comfort rating: Medium
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                                    Denver L Shape Modular Sofa Set

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         66,700 
                                         57,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB6005

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            Softy back rest with plumpy arms and  bucket style seating sum up the ultra-comfy Denver


Designed to ensure total relaxation, this high back corner sofa boasts a casual yet neatly tailored shape. Its seat and back rest are well-studded with recron for that extra oomph


With a frame built from solid hardwood, this hardwearing sofa lends itself well to a variety of interior styles, with its own laid-back, comfy appeal.


	Plump, comfortable left hand facing corner sofa
	Upholstered in PU in beige colour, which is hard-wearing and easy to clean
	Deep and sumptuous sitting position
	High quality seat and back springs for balanced weight distribution and added comfort
	Seating Comfort: Medium Soft
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                                    Malibu 2+ Lounge Designer Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                          
                                         75,400
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: 

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                                    Fully upholstered fabric Lounger sofa with arm rests blending in to the body of the sofa is a designer Lounger sofa meant for people with great taste


           Tthis sofa is made with an internal frame of solid hardwood and premium plywood 


	designer L-shaped sofa fully upholstered
	Chaise can be given left or right handed
	Comfortable, fiber filled back cushions and premium foam filled seating with no seperate seat cushions
	Upholstered in wine colored premium, soft feel fabric
	Hardwood frame is made from sustainable materials, glued and reinforced for stability
	Invisible bush legs make the look of the sofa as if the sofa directly placed on the floor
	Seat depth: 21 inch
	Seating comfort: Medium
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                                    Linda 2+ Lounge Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         62,200 
                                         54,200
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: 

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            This 2+ Lounger is specially designed for people who does most of their office related work on sofa ( work from home) as it has specially designed 12" handrests to place laptop 


	very uniqe with widened Armrests
	Chaise can be given left or right handed
	Comfortable, fiber filled loose back cushions and premium foam filled seat cushions
	Upholstered in purple colored durable fabric
	Hardwood frame is made from sustainable materials, glued and reinforced for stability
	Modular/sectional, can be disassembled as 2 seater and Lounger
	Contemporary, stainless steel legs
	Seat depth: 21 inch
	Seating comfort: Medium
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                                    Atlanta L Shape Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         96,500 
                                         85,200
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: 

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            Our structured Portland sofa takes its cues from modern Italian design for a timeless and comfy spot at home


This structured yet inviting design features widened seats and stylish back rests for a hint of luxury


A stylish build from top to bottom, this sofa is made with an internal frame of solid hardwood and supported by a set of sleek SS legs.


	Sleek, modern L-shaped sofa
	Chaise can be given left or right handed
	Comfortable, premium foam filled back rest and seat cushions
	Upholstered in dusky colored fabric, which is soft and durable
	Hardwood frame is made from sustainable materials, glued and reinforced for stability
	Modular/sectional, can be disassembled as 3 seater and Lounger
	Contemporary, stainless steel legs
	Seat depth: 21 inch
	Comfort rating: Medium
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                        We at Cowboy Factory would love to hear your opinion about our products & service.

                       
                        Mail : info@cowboysofas.com
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